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Abstract
Helmbold and Schapire gave an on-line prediction algorithm that, when given an unpruned
decision tree, produces predictions not much worse than the predictions made by the best pruning
of the given decision tree. In this paper, we give two new on-line algorithms. The /rst algorithm
is based on the observation that /nding the best pruning can be e0ciently solved by a dynamic
programming in the “batch” setting where all the data to be predicted are given in advance. This
algorithm works well for a wide class of loss functions, whereas the one given by Helmbold
and Schapire is only described for the absolute loss function. Moreover, the algorithm given in
this paper is so simple and general that it could be applied to many other on-line optimiza-
tion problems solved by dynamic programming. We also explore the second algorithm that is
competitive not only with the best pruning but also with the best prediction values which are
associated with nodes in the decision tree. In this setting, a greatly simpli/ed algorithm is given
for the absolute loss function. It can be easily generalized to the case where, instead of using
decision trees, data are classi/ed in some arbitrarily /xed manner. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Decision trees are widely used in the /eld of arti/cial intelligence and machine
learning as natural ways of representing decision rules. Especially, in the computa-
tional learning theory communities, inferring a decision tree from given data is one of
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the most important problems, which has been widely investigated in various learning
models. In particular, decision trees are shown to be PAC learnable with the aid of
membership queries [2], while it remains open whether they are PAC learnable with-
out membership queries. On the other hand, many experimental algorithms for inferring
decision trees such as the C4.5 software package [14] have been proposed. Although
superpolynomial lower bounds in the sense of PAC learning were proven for a wide
class of algorithms including C4.5 [1], such algorithms are extensively used for various
problems in machine learning because of their e0ciency and simplicity. The perfor-
mance of top-down learning algorithms for decision trees such as C4.5 was analyzed,
and a theoretical explanation of empirically successful heuristics of these algorithms
was given [10].
Many experimental algorithms mentioned above involve two phases. In the /rst
phase, a decision tree that is consistent with the given data is constructed. The tree
obtained here is typically too large resulting in “over-/tting” the data, and its perfor-
mance of predicting the test data is not always satisfactory. Therefore, in the second
phase, the tree is pruned by replacing some internal nodes (and associated subtrees)
with leaves so as to reduce the over-/tting. It is often observed that the pruned tree,
in spite of losing the consistency with the data, improves the quality of prediction.
Helmbold and Schapire gave in some sense a nearly optimal pruning algorithm [9]. In
particular, they gave an on-line prediction algorithm using a given unpruned decision
tree and showed that its performance will not be much worse than that of the best
pruning of the given decision tree.
Formally, in the on-line prediction model [11, 12], at each trial t=1; 2; : : : ; a pre-
diction algorithm A receives an instance xt and generates a prediction yˆt . After an
outcome yt is observed (which can be thought of as the correct classi/cation of xt),
the algorithm A suGers loss (yt; yˆt). A typical example of such a loss function is
given as (yt; yˆt)= |yt − yˆt | for yt ∈{0; 1} and yˆt ∈ [0; 1], which is called the absolute
loss function. The goal of A is to minimize the cumulative loss LA(y)=
∑T
t=1 (yt; yˆt)
for arbitrary outcome sequence y=(y1; : : : ; yT ), T¿1. In what follows, the cumulative
loss is simply called the loss of A.
Let T denote a decision tree whose nodes u are labeled with V (u). We call V the
label function of T. Let P denote a pruning of T. Then, the prediction of P for an
instance xt is de/ned as V (l), where l is the leaf of P that xt reaches. That is, a prun-
ing P speci/es a prediction algorithm and its loss LP(y) for y is de/ned analogously.
Helmbold and Schapire’s algorithm is based on the Aggregating Algorithm [16], which
combines predictions made by several experts to make its own predictions so that the
loss is not much larger than the loss of the best expert (see also [3, 18]). Enumerating
all the prunings of T and considering them to be the experts, we can directly apply
the Aggregating Algorithm to obtain a prediction algorithm that performs nearly as
well as the best pruning. We call this the naive algorithm. Note that, however, since
there are exponentially many prunings of T, it is impossible to e0ciently enumerate
all the prunings. To overcome this di0culty, Helmbold and Schapire used a more sub-
tle data structure to construct an e0cient prediction algorithm that works in a manner
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equivalent to the naive algorithm without enumerating prunings. The algorithm gener-
ates a prediction in time proportional to the depth of T at each trial t.
Freund, Schapire, Singer and Warmuth developed algorithms in the extended on-
line prediction framework where the experts are allowed to abstain from making a
prediction, and applying their algorithms to the pruning problem, they gave a simple
prediction algorithm that performs nearly as well as Helmbold and Schapire’s algorithm
[7]. In particular, their algorithm can be applied to the pruning of a decision graph as
well.
In this paper, we give two more algorithms for predicting nearly as well as the
best pruning of a decision tree. One algorithm is based on the observation that /nding
the best pruning can be e0ciently solved by a dynamic programming in the “batch”
setting where all the data to be predicted are given in advance. We call this algorithm
the Structured Weight-based Prediction algorithm (SWP algorithm). The performance
of the SWP algorithm is as good as that of Helmbold and Schapire’s algorithm with
respect to the loss bound for the absolute loss function; besides, the SWP algorithm
works for a wide class of loss functions, whereas Helmbold and Schapire’s algorithm
is only described for the absolute loss function. 1 The SWP algorithm is also based
on the Aggregating Algorithm. In particular, for e0cient implementation of our idea,
we extend the notion of the Aggregating Algorithm to have the Aggregating Pseudo-
Algorithm (APA), which gives a “/rst approximation” to the Aggregating Algorithm by
combining and generating not the “genuine” predictions but what we call the pseudo-
predictions. The SWP algorithm assigns the APA to each node of the given tree T so
that it combines the pseudo-predictions coming from the child APAs and generates its
own pseudo-prediction which will be sent to the parent APA. This recursive application
of the APA is a quite straightforward implementation of the dynamic programming in
that minimizing the loss at a node can be done by recursively minimizing the losses
at the child nodes. Our technique is so simple and general that it could be applied to
many other on-line optimization problems solved by dynamic programming.
We also explore the situation where the label function V does not depend on time
but the algorithm should be competitive not only with the best pruning P but also with
the best labeling V among all the label functions. In this setting, a greatly simpli/ed
algorithm is given for the absolute loss function, and it is shown that the algorithm
can easily be generalized to the case where, instead of using decision trees, data are
classi/ed in some arbitrarily /xed manner.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally give
our framework of on-line prediction competitive with the best pruning of a decision
tree. In Section 3, we describe the Aggregating Algorithm and extend it to have the
1 Helmbold and Schapire mentioned that their algorithm can be easily extended to some other loss func-
tions. But this class of loss functions seems to be relatively narrow because it is required that there exists a
multiplicative weight-update algorithm that makes a prediction expressed in terms of the weighted average
of the experts’ predictions (see [9, formula (4)]). On the other hand, the Aggregating Algorithm is not even
required to make predictions in a linear space.
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Aggregating Pseudo-Algorithm, both of which play important roles in our algorithms.
In Section 4, we give, based on the dynamic programming, a prediction algorithm
that performs nearly as well as the best pruning of a decision tree with some node
labeling. In Section 5, we give a prediction algorithm that is competitive not only
with the best pruning of a decision tree but also with the best node labeling. So,
in this section the algorithm is assumed to be given as input only a template tree
with no node labeling. In Appendix A, we give a list of many popular loss functions
for which our SWP algorithm works well. In Appendix B, the SWP algorithm is
rewritten to an equivalent algorithm without recursion. In Appendix C, we show that,
if the Aggregating Algorithm is thought of as a means of derandomizing stochastic
predictors, then the non-recursive version of the SWP algorithm can be regarded as the
naive algorithm. Finally, we show in Appendix D that our technique can be applied to
the more di0cult task of competing against small edge prunings rather than the node
prunings [13].
2. Decision tree and on-line prediction model
Let  be a /nite alphabet, ||¿1. A template tree T over  is a rooted, ||-ary
tree where every edge is labeled with a symbol in  so that the edges emanating from
the same node are labeled with diGerent symbols. Thus, we can identify each node of
T with the sequence of symbols in  that forms a path from the root to that node. In
particular, if a node u of T is represented by x∈∗ (or a pre/x of x), then we will
say that x reaches the node u. The leaf l that x reaches is denoted by l= leafT(x).
Given a tree T, the set of its nodes and that of its leaves are denoted by nodes(T)
and leaves(T), respectively. A string in ∗ that reaches any of the leaves of T is
called an instance. Note that in the usual setting, an instance is an element of some
instance space and it induces a path from the root to a leaf according to the outcomes
of classi/cation tests done at the internal nodes on the path. This transformation from
an instance to a path it induces should be computable in polynomial time because
otherwise this decision tree would be quite useless. So, without loss of generality, we
can identify an instance with the path it induces and thus we do not need to explicitly
specify classi/cation rules at the internal nodes of T. A label function V for template
tree T is a function that maps the set of nodes of T to a set Yˆ , where Yˆ is called
the prediction space. Then, a pair (T; V ) naturally de/nes a decision tree that maps
each instance x to the prediction V (leafT(x)).
A pruning P of the template tree T is a tree obtained by replacing zero or more
of the internal nodes (and associated subtrees) of T by leaves. Note that T itself
is a pruning of T as well. The pair (P; V ) induces a pruned decision tree that for
instance x makes its prediction V (leafP(x)). The set of all prunings of T is denoted
by PRUN(T).
Fig. 1 shows an example of template tree T over alphabet = {0; 1} and a pruning
P of T with Yˆ = [0; 1]. The numbers associated with the nodes are the values of the
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Fig. 1. Examples of a template tree T and a pruning P of T with a label function.
label function V . For example, the predictions of (T; V ) and (P; V ) for instance (101)
are 0.6 and 0.2, respectively.
We study learning in the on-line prediction model, where an algorithm is required not
to actually prune the tree but to make predictions for a given instance sequence based
on a given decision tree (T; V ). The goal is to make predictions that are competitive
with those made by the best pruning of (T; V ). In essence, this is a special case of
the framework introduced by Littlestone and Warmuth [11, 12] and developed further
by many researchers in various settings [4, 5, 8, 16, 17]. Below we state the model.
A prediction algorithm A is given as input a template tree T and a label function V .
At each trial t=1; 2; : : : ; algorithm A receives an instance xt and generates a prediction
yˆt ∈ Yˆ . After that, an outcome yt ∈Y is observed (which can be thought of as the
correct classi/cation of xt), where Y is a set called the outcome space. At this trial,
the algorithm A suGers loss (yt; yˆt), where  : Y × Yˆ → [0;∞] is a /xed loss function.
We will call the triple (Y; Yˆ ; ) our game. One of the popular games considered here is
the absolute-loss game where Y = {0; 1}; Yˆ = [0; 1] and (y; yˆ)= |y−yˆ|. This game has
been widely investigated because it is natural in the sense that considering yˆt ∈ [0; 1]
as the bias of a binary prediction which is 1 with probability yˆt , and 0 with probability
1 − yˆt , we can interpret the loss |yt − yˆt | as the probability that A misclassi/es the
instance xt . Our algorithm works for a wide class of games including the absolute-loss
game, whereas Helmbold and Schapire’s algorithm is only described for the absolute-
loss game. Other popular games for which our algorithm works well will be listed in
Appendix A. The cumulative loss of A for outcome sequence y=(y1; : : : ; yT )∈Y∗,
denoted LA(y), is de/ned as
LA(y) =
T∑
t=1
(yt; yˆt):
Note that the loss LA(y) should also depend on instance sequence x=(x1; : : : ; xT ), but
we do not need to explicitly specify it because it will play no important role throughout
the paper. In what follows, the cumulative loss of A is simply called the loss of A.
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Table 1
Notations and their meanings
T The template tree
nodes(T) The set of nodes of T
leaves(T) The set of leaves of T
leafT(x) The leaf of T that instance x reaches
Y The outcome space
Yˆ The prediction space
 : Y × Yˆ → [0;∞] The loss function
V : nodes(T)→ Yˆ The label function
P A pruning of T
V (leafP(x)) The prediction of P for instance x
PRUN(T) The set of all prunings of T
LA(y)=
∑T
t=1
(yt ; yˆt) The loss of algorithm A for outcome
sequence y= (y1; : : : ; yT )∈ Y∗
LP;V (y)=
∑T
t=1
(yt ; V (leafP(xt))) The loss of pruning P for instance and
outcome sequences x= (x1; : : : ; xT ) and y= (y1; : : : ; yT )
The goal of A Making predictions so that LA(y) is as
small as LP(y) for any P∈ PRUN(T)
Similarly, for a pruning P of T, the loss of the pruned decision tree (P; V ) for y∈Y T
is de/ned as
LP; V (y) =
T∑
t=1
(yt; tP);
where tP=V (leafP(xt)) is the prediction of (P; V ) for the instance xt . When no
confusion arises, we sometimes omit the subscript V and simply write LP(y). The
performance of A is measured by the relative loss compared with the loss of the optimal
P for a given instance sequence x and an outcome sequence y. We summarize in Table
1 all the notations and corresponding meanings.
Except in Section 5, the label function V is allowed to depend on time t. This reNects
more general setting where the labels at time t depend on additional information such
as previous examples. In Section 5, we also explore the situation where the algorithm
A is given as input only a template tree T; and A should be competitive not only with
the best pruning P but also with the best label function V . In this case, V is assumed
to be time invariant. That is, V does not depend on t.
3. Aggregating algorithm and aggregating pseudo-algorithm
3.1. Aggregating algorithm
Helmbold and Schapire’s algorithm and our algorithm are both based on the Ag-
gregating Algorithm (AA), which is a master algorithm that combines the predictions
made by several prediction strategies called experts and makes its own predictions so
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that the loss is not much larger than the loss of the best expert [16]. In particular, for
e0cient implementation of our idea inspired by dynamic programming, we introduce
the notion of the Aggregating Pseudo-Algorithm (APA). The APA combines and gene-
rates not the “genuine” predictions in the prediction space Yˆ but what we call the
pseudo-predictions. In this section, we /rst describe a basic version of the AA so as
to make it easy to understand the APA next described. A more general description of
the AA will be given in Appendix C.
Assume that there are N experts E= {E1; : : : ;EN}. At each trial t, every expert Ei
makes a prediction ti ∈ Yˆ for the given instance xt , and gives it to the AA. Then,
the AA somehow combines these predictions to make its own prediction yˆt ∈ Yˆ . The
AA depends on a parameter ∈ ]0; 1[, the exponential learning rate, and so it will
sometimes be written as AA() in order to explicitly specify the parameter . The pa-
rameter  is sometimes represented in the form =e−, where  is called the learning
rate. As usual, the loss of Ei and that of AA() for y∈Y T are denoted by
Li(y) =
T∑
t=1
(yt; ti )
and
LAA()(y) =
T∑
t=1
(yt; yˆt);
respectively.
Before giving the description of the AA, we need a few de/nitions. First, we de/ne
a simple probability distribution over Yˆ to be a function P that assigns to each element
 of its /nite domain dom P⊆ Yˆ a positive weight P()¿0 so that ∑∈dom P P()= 1.
The distribution P induces the function r : Y → [0;∞[ called a -mixture, which maps
y∈Y to the average loss somehow de/ned for the outcome y with respect to P.
Denition 1 (-mixture). A function r : Y → [0;∞[ is called a -mixture if r is given
by
r(y) = log
∑
∈dom P
(y; )P()
for some simple probability distribution P over Yˆ , where  is a real number with
∈ ]0; 1[. The set of all -mixtures is denoted by R.
Now, we de/ne the mixability curve c() for the game (Y; Yˆ ; ).
Denition 2 (Mixability curve). The mixability curve, denoted by c(), for the game
(Y; Yˆ ; ) is de/ned as the function that maps ∈]0; 1[ to the real value given by
c() = inf{c | ∀r ∈ R ∃yˆ ∈ Yˆ ∀y ∈ Y : (y; yˆ)6c · r(y)};
with inf ∅=∞.
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For many important games, which are called the perfectly mixable games, one can
choose  so that c()= 1. Throughout the paper we assume that the inf in the de/-
nition of c() is attained. We call such a game satisfying this assumption a natural
game.
Denition 3 (Natural game and -substitution function). The game (Y; Yˆ ; ) is natu-
ral if for any -mixture r, there exists a prediction yˆ∈ Yˆ such that for any y∈Y ,
(y; yˆ)6c()r(y): (1)
Moreover, a function  : R→ Yˆ that maps every -mixture r to a prediction yˆ=(r)
satisfying inequality (1) is called a -substitution function (more accurately, outcome-
space -substitution function).
In Appendix A, we will give a collection of su0cient conditions that makes a game
natural together with a list of popular natural games satisfying these conditions. In
general, substitution functions depend on the parameter .
Algorithm 1 below shows how the AA gives its predictions, but it should be no-
ticed here that the algorithm does not necessarily fully specify how the prediction is
computed, e.g., it is not described how to compute the function (r) in the algo-
rithm. As we can see later on, what is left unspeci/ed in the algorithm is given when
the game in question is speci/ed. As shown in the algorithm, it maintains a weight
wti ∈ [0; 1] for each expert Ei that reNects the actual performance of the expert Ei up
to time t. Initially, i.e., at time t=1, some positive normalized weights wti =w
1
i with∑N
i=1 w
1
i =1 are assigned to the experts. At each trial t, when receiving the predictions
t1; : : : ; 
t
N from the experts, the AA can calculate the function r : Y → [0;∞], called
the pseudo-prediction, de/ned as
r(y) = log
N∑
i=1
(y; 
t
i ) Owti ; (2)
where Owti are the normalized weights:
Owti =
wti∑N
i=1 w
t
i
:
Here  ∈]0; 1[ is the parameter of the algorithm called the exponential learning rate.
Note that the pseudo-prediction r is the -mixture induced by the probability distribu-
tion P such that dom P= {t1; : : : ; tN} and P(ti )= Owti . So, the pseudo-prediction is ac-
tually more of “pseudo-loss” than a prediction. The pseudo-prediction r is transformed
to the genuine prediction yˆt that is given as yˆt =(r) in terms of the substitution
function . The AA outputs yˆt as its own prediction. After receiving the correct clas-
si/cation yt ∈Y , the AA updates the weights according to the rule wt+1i =wti (yt ; 
t
i ),
so the larger the expert Ei’s loss is, the more its weight decreases. Summarizing, we
obtain the following description of AA() with equal initial weights.
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Algorithm 1 (AA())
for i∈{1; : : : ; N} do
w1i := 1=N
for t := 1; 2; : : : do
receive (t1; : : : ; 
t
N )
for y∈Y do
r(y) := log
∑
i 
(y; ti ) Owti
output yˆt :=(r)
receive yt
for i∈{1; : : : ; N} do
wt+1i :=w
t
i 
(yt ; ti )
Vovk showed the following upper bound on the loss of the AA() in terms of the
loss of the best expert.
Theorem 4 (Vovk [18]). Let (Y; Yˆ ; ) be a natural game. Let ∈ ]0; 1[ and c() be
the value of the mixability curve at  for the game (Y; Yˆ ; ). Then; for any N¿1;
any N experts E= {E1; : : : ;EN}; and any outcome sequence y∈Y∗; the loss of the
AA is bounded from above by the inequality
LAA()(y)6 min
16i6N
(
c()Li(y) +
c() ln(1=w1i )
ln(1=)
)
: (3)
Note that if the experts’ initial weights are equal, i.e., w1i =1=N for any 16i6N ,
then ln(1=w1i ) in (3) becomes lnN .
When we want to discuss the computational e0ciency of the algorithm, we should
explicitly specify how the pseudo-prediction r is represented and how the substitution
function  is computed for each game.
For example, let us consider the absolute loss game where Y = {0; 1}, Yˆ = [0; 1],
and (y; yˆ)= |y − yˆ|. The mixing curve of this game is
c() =
ln(1=)
2 ln(2=(1 + ))
;
which was found by Vovk [16]. Since the outcome space is Y = {0; 1}, a pseudo-
prediction r can be represented as a pair of real values r=(r(0); r(1))∈ [0; 1]2. By
de/nition, a substitution function  must satisfy
(0; (r)) = (r)6c()r(0)
and
(1; (r)) = 1− (r)6c()r(1)
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for any -mixture r. A natural choice is to take the “minimax” (more accurately,
“additively minimax”) substitution function for which yˆ=(r) satis/es
yˆ − c()r(0) = (1− yˆ)− c()r(1):
Hence, we obtain
yˆ =
1
2
+ c()
r(0)− r(1)
2
;
however, since this value can be outside the interval [0; 1], we have to put
(r) = I10
(
1
2
+ c()
r(0)− r(1)
2
)
; (4)
where
I10(t) =


1 if t ¿ 1;
0 if t ¡ 0;
t otherwise:
A convenient property of this substitution function is that we do not need to normalize
the experts’ weights when computing the pseudo-prediction r by formula (2): indeed,
if we multiply all the weights by a positive constant, equal constants will be added to
r(0) and to r(1), and so the AA’s output (r) will not change. It should be noted
that renormalizing the weights is often the most computationally demanding part of the
algorithm. It is easy to see that the pseudo-prediction r and the substitution function
 can be computed in time O(N ) and in time O(1), respectively.
For other games, it may be convenient to represent a -mixture r as the probability
distribution P that induces r. In other words, we may prefer to use the notion of a
prediction space -substitution function, denoted (P), by which we mean a function
that maps every P to (r) for r(y)= log
∑
∈dom P 
(y; )P(). Note that since P is
simple, we can represent P as its function table, i.e., P=((p1; 1); : : : ; (pn; n)), where
dom P= {1; : : : ; n} and pi =P(i) for 16i6n.
Denition 5 (Prediction space -substitution function). Assume that the game (Y; Yˆ ;
) is natural. A prediction space -substitution function is a function  that maps
every simple probability distribution P over Yˆ to a prediction yˆ=(P) which satis/es
for any y∈Y
(y; yˆ)6c()r(y);
where r is the -mixture induced by P.
Using the prediction space -mixture function, we can obtain the genuine predic-
tion yˆt at each trial t in AA() without calculating the pseudo-prediction r explic-
itly. Indeed, we can do this by applying  directly to the probability distribution
P=(( Owt1; 
t
1); : : : ; ( Ow
t
N ; 
t
N )) induced by the weights Ow
t
i and the predictions 
t
i of the
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experts. Moreover, we can discuss the computational e0ciency of a substitution func-
tion. For example, we can say that  is linearly computable if there exists an algorithm
that computes each value ((p1; 1); : : : ; (pn; n)) in time O(n).
Denition 6 (Linearly feasible game). We say that a game is linearly feasible at  if
it has a linearly computable -substitution function. 2
In Appendix A, we will list known results which give the values of c() and the
substitution functions (P) for several popular games.
3.2. Aggregating Pseudo-Algorithm
The AA can be viewed as an algorithm consisting of two phases, /rst making a
pseudo-prediction and then applying the substitution function to the pseudo-prediction
obtained. Although the pseudo-prediction is not required to be computed eventually
in the AA, it turns out to be essential for e0cient implementation of our prediction
algorithm to consider the part for pseudo-prediction separately. The process making
pseudo-predictions is called Aggregating Pseudo-Algorithm, or APA (cf. [18]). We
extend the notion of the APA so that it combines not only genuine predictions but
also pseudo-predictions. Now, we extend the notion of pseudo-predictions to include
an arbitrary function from the outcome space Y to the set of non-negative real values.
To denote the function we use the same symbol  which is used to represent a genuine
prediction as well: For y∈Y , pseudo-prediction  takes the real value (y) which is
interpreted as the loss of  for outcome y. When we deal with pseudo-predictions,
a genuine prediction ∈ Yˆ is treated as the function on the outcome space Y whose
value (y) for y∈Y equals the loss (y; ) suGered by this prediction when the true
outcome is y. Here again we use  to denote the two diGerent objects.
Note that the genuine prediction (y) can be thought of as the -mixture induced by
the probability distribution P on the singleton set dom P= {} with P()= 1. Indeed,
when we take P like this, we have (y)= log
∑
′∈dom P 
(y; ′)P(′). Of course, if no
further restrictions are imposed, it is too easy to achieve the ideal performance for an
algorithm that is allowed to make pseudo-predictions: the pseudo-prediction mapping
all y∈Y to 0 is valid. The APA, however, when given -mixtures from the experts,
outputs also an -mixture so that the loss bound for the APA given by Theorem 7
below yields the loss bound for the AA given by Theorem 4.
Now we state how the APA works. The APA behaves like the AA except that the
APA does not use the substitution function. At each trial t, when receiving the pseudo-
predictions t1; : : : ; 
t
N from the experts (some of which may be genuine predictions),
the APA computes the weighted average of these pseudo-predictions to obtain its own
2 We use the uniform cost model of computation.
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pseudo-prediction rt given by
rt(y) = log
N∑
i=1
Owti
ti(y) (5)
and outputs rt . Here,  is the exponential learning rate of the APA. As mentioned
earlier, t1; : : : ; 
t
N in the APA represents the pseudo-predictions, whereas the same
symbols in the AA represent the genuine predictions. When the true outcome yt is
revealed, the APA updates the weights according to the rule
wt+1i = w
t
i 
ti (yt)
as in the case of the AA. The complete description of APA() is shown below, where
the initial weights are set to be equal:
Algorithm 2 (APA())
for i∈{1; : : : ; N} do
w1i := 1=N
for t := 1; 2; : : : do
receive (t1; : : : ; 
t
N )
for y∈Y do
rt(y) := log
∑
i 
ti(y) Owti
output rt
receive yt
for i∈{1; : : : ; N} do
wt+1i := w
t
i
ti(yt)
Let the loss of APA() and that of the expert Ei be denoted by
LAPA()(y) =
T∑
t=1
rt(yt) and Li(y) =
T∑
t=1
ti(yt);
respectively. Then, we have the following upper bound on the loss of the APA(). In
general, the loss bound for the APA is much better than that for the AA.
Theorem 7 (Vovk [18]; implicitly [16]). Let 0¡¡1. Then; for any N¿1; any N
experts E and for any y∈Y∗;
LAPA()(y)6 min
i∈{1;:::; N}
(
Li(y) +
ln(1=w1i )
ln(1=)
)
:
Proof. Fix an outcome sequence y=(y1; : : : ; yT )∈Y∗. Then,
LAPA()(y) =
T∑
t=1
rt(yt)
=
T∑
t=1
log
(
N∑
i=1

t
i (yt) Owti
)
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=
T∑
t=1
log
(∑N
i=1 w
t+1
i∑N
i=1 w
t
i
)
= log
(
N∑
i=1
wT+1i
)
− log
(
N∑
i=1
w1i
)
= log
(
N∑
i=1
w1i 
Li(y)
)
:
Since ¡1, we have
LAPA()(y)6 log(w
1
i 
Li(y))
for all 16i6N , which implies the theorem.
Note that if all experts output genuine predictions, the APA will output -mixtures.
More generally, the next lemma says that if all experts output -mixtures, the APA
will also output -mixtures.
Lemma 8. Let 1; : : : ; n be any -mixtures and let v1; : : : ; vn be any non-negative
normalized weights;
∑n
i=1 vi =1. Then; the function r de>ned as
r(y) = log
n∑
i=1
i(y)vi
is a -mixture.
The crucial observation [16] used in the transition from the pseudo-prediction to the
genuine prediction is that for every -mixture r, the genuine prediction yˆ=(r)∈ Yˆ
satis/es
(y; yˆ)6c()r(y) (6)
for any y∈Y . This inequality immediately comes from the de/nitions of the substitu-
tion function and c(). Now, we can prove that Theorem 7 implies Theorem 4. Suppose
that all experts always output genuine predictions. Then, Lemma 8 and inequality (6)
above say that the loss of the AA for y∈Y T is upper bounded by
LAA()(y) =
T∑
t=1
(yt; (rt))6c()
T∑
t=1
rt(yt) = c()LAPA()(y);
establishing the statement of Theorem 4.
As we will see in the next section, our SWP algorithm applies the APA recursively
so that it combines the pseudopredictions coming from the child APAs, which are
taken as the experts, and makes its own pseudo-prediction which will be sent to the
parent APA. For this purpose, we could recursively use the AA, instead of the APA,
working on the genuine predictions as analyzed in the conference version [15] of this
paper. However, each time the AA is applied, the loss bound is multiplied by c()
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as Theorem 4 shows. So, such a recursive application of the AA would result in a
loss bound that is too large. On the other hand, since applying the APA does not lead
to such multiplication in the loss bound as Theorem 7 indicates, our algorithm has
a better loss bound than the one based on the AA. This is because the APA omits
the process of transforming the pseudopredictions to the genuine predictions using ,
which causes the multiplication as inequality (6) says. In our algorithm, the genuine
prediction is only computed at the /nal stage of the whole algorithm.
4. Prediction algorithm based on dynamic programming
In this section, we give a new prediction algorithm that performs nearly as well as
the best pruning of a decision tree. First, we brieNy discuss the connection of our result
with previous work.
As mentioned in Section 1, the pruned decision trees (P; V ) of T can be thought
of as the experts who make predictions. Here, a labeling function V is assumed to be
given as input as well as T. Since the number of all the prunings of T is /nite (at
most 22|leaves(T)|), we can enumerate all the pruned trees (P; V ) and apply the AA
with the pruned trees being taken as experts. We call this the naive algorithm AN .
Then, Theorem 4 says that for any y ∈ Y∗, the loss of AN is at most
LAN (y)6 min
P∈PRUN(T)
c()LP; V (y) +
2c()|leaves(T)| ln 2
ln(1=)
when we apply the AA with equal initial weights. But the naive algorithm has a fatal
drawback: we have to deal with exponentially many prunings of T.
Elaborating a data structure based on the fact that any pruning containing leaf l
makes the same prediction V (l) and suGers the same loss for any instance xt that
reaches l, Helmbold and Schapire constructed an e0cient prediction algorithm for the
absolute loss game that works in a manner equivalent to the naive algorithm without
enumerating prunings. Their algorithm generates a prediction in time proportional to
the length of xt , that is, at most the depth of T. Moreover, the algorithm can be
modi/ed so that the initial weights of P are 2−|P|, where |P| is the number of nodes
of P minus |leaves(T)∩ leaves(P)|. This leads to a new criterion of the best pruning
which takes into account the size of a pruning as well as the loss of it.
Theorem 9 (Helmhold and Schapire [9]). For the absolute loss game; there exists a
prediction algorithm A such that for any T; V and y ∈ {0; 1}∗; when T and V are
given as input; A makes predictions for y so that the loss is at most
LA(y)6 min
P∈PRUN(T)
LP; V (y) ln(1=) + |P| ln 2
2 ln(2=(1 + ))
:
A generates a prediction at each trial t in time O(|xt |). Moreover; the label function
V may depend on t.
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Freund, Schapire, Singer and Warmuth developed algorithms in the extended on-line
prediction framework where the experts are allowed to abstain from making a predic-
tion. Applying their algorithms to the pruning problem, they give a simple prediction
algorithm that has a loss bound similar to Theorem 9 [7]. Although their loss bound
has an additional term O(k2), where k is the number of leaves of the best pruning,
their algorithm can be applied not only to decision trees but to any directed acyclic
graph.
In this paper, we extend Helmbold and Schapire’s result to any natural game.
Theorem 10 (Main). Let (Y; Yˆ ; ) be any natural game. Let  ∈ ]0; 1[ and c() be
the value of the mixability curve at  for the game (Y; Yˆ ; ). Then; there exists a
prediction algorithm A such that for any T; V and y ∈ Y∗; when given T and V as
input; A makes predictions for y so that the loss is at most
LA(y)6 min
P∈PRUN(T)
(
c()LP; V (y) +
c() ln 2
ln(1=)
|P|
)
: (7)
If the game (Y; Yˆ ; ) is linearly feasible at ; then A generates a prediction at each
trial t in time O(|xt |). Moreover; V may depend on t.
The idea of our algorithm comes from the fact that the best pruning for given in-
stance sequence x and outcome sequence y can be eGectively computed by a dynamic
programming provided that these x and y are known in advance. The dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm recursively solves at each internal node u of the given tree the
minimization problem: /nd the one that has smaller loss among the pruning that has
u as a leaf and the pruning consisting of the internal node u and the subtrees hanging
on the node. This can be viewed as combining the prediction of the pruning consisting
of the single node u and the prediction of the best pruning of the subtree rooted at
u. So our algorithm can be thought of as a quite straightforward implementation of
the dynamic programming, and, unlike Helmbold and Schapire’s algorithm, it is not
intended to apparently simulate the naive algorithm.
Recall that each node of T is identi/ed with the string in ∗ that forms the path
from the root to that node. In particular, the root is speci/ed by the empty string  .
For a node u∈∗ of T, let Tu denote the subtree of T rooted at u. More precisely,
Tu is de/ned inductively as follows: If u is a leaf of T, then Tu is the leaf u itself,
and if u is an internal node of T, then Tu is the tree whose root u is connected with
the subtrees Tua for a∈. For an outcome sequence y∈Y∗, the loss suGered at u is
denoted by Lu(y). That is
Lu(y) =
∑
t:xt reaches u
(yt; V (u)):
Then, for any pruning Pu of Tu, the loss suGered by Pu, denoted LPu(y), can be
represented by the sum of Ll(y) for all leaves l of Pu. In other words, we can write
LPu(y)=Lu(y) if Pu consists of a single leaf u and LPu(y)=
∑
a∈ LPua(y) otherwise.
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Here, Pua is the subtree of Pu rooted at ua. Note that it is also a pruning of Tua.
Since the losses LPua(y) for a∈ are independent of each other, we can minimize the
loss LPu(y) by minimizing each loss LPua(y) independently. Therefore, we have for
any internal node u of T
min
Pu∈PRUN(Tu)
LPu(y) = min
{
Lu(y);
∑
a∈
min
Pua∈PRUN(Tua)
LPua(y)
}
: (8)
Since dynamic programming can be applied to solve the minimization problem of this
type, we can e0ciently compute P ∈PRUN(T ) that minimizes LP (y), which is the
best pruning of T.
Now, we use the ideas behind the dynamic programming algorithm to construct
an on-line prediction algorithm. The key idea is to associate two mini-experts Eu=
{Eu⊥;Eu↓} with each internal node u of T, one Eu⊥ corresponding to making the node
u a leaf (throwing away the subtree Tu except node u) and the other Eu↓ corresponding
to making the node u an inner node (holding the edges downward from u). To combine
these experts we apply the APA recursively, which is placed on each inner node of T:
The APA at an inner node u, denoted APAu(), combines the pseudo-predictions of the
experts Eu⊥ and Eu↓ to obtain its own pseudo-prediction rtu, and passes it to the APA at
the parent node of u. More precisely, when given an instance xt that goes through u and
ua, the /rst expert Eu⊥ generates V (u) and the second expert Eu↓ generates rtua, i.e., the
pseudo-prediction made by APAua(), the APA at node ua. Then, taking the weighted
average of these pseudo-predictions V (u) and rtua according to equation (5) (recall that
the genuine prediction V (u) is regarded as a pseudo-prediction), APAu() obtains the
pseudoprediction rtu at u. To obtain the genuine prediction yˆt , our algorithm applies
the -substitution function to the pseudoprediction at the root, that is, yˆt =(r
t
 ).
The algorithm using the AA instead of the APA was analyzed in the conference
version [15] of this paper. However, as mentioned in the previous section, since one
application of the substitution function leads to multiplying the loss bound by c(), we
perform it only once during every trial (at the very end of the trial); in the internal
nodes we combine not genuine predictions but pseudo-predictions using the APA.
Below we give the APA at node u and the prediction algorithm SWP() that controls
the APAs. Here, path(xt) denotes the set of the nodes of T that xt reaches. In other
words, path(xt) is the set of the pre/xes of xt . For node u, |u| denotes the depth of u,
i.e. the length of the path from the root to u:
Algorithm 3 (APAu())
procedure PSEUDOPRED(u; xt)
if u∈ leaf (T) then
for y∈Y do
r tu(y) := (y; V (u))
else
choose a∈ such that ua∈ path(xt)
r tua := PSEUDOPRED(ua; xt)
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for y∈Y do
r tu(y) := log( Ow
t
u⊥
(y; V (u)) + Owtu↓
rtua(y))
return r tu
procedure UPDATE(u; yt)
if u∈ leaf (T) then
return
else
choose a∈ such that ua∈ path(xt)
wt+1u⊥ :=w
t
u⊥
(yt ;V (u))
wt+1u↓ :=w
t
u↓
rtua(yt)
return
Algorithm 4 (algorithm SWP())
for u∈ nodes(T)\leaves(T) do
w1u⊥ := 1=2
w1u↓ := 1=2
for t=1; 2; : : : do
receive xt
r t := PSEUDOPRED( ; xt)
yˆt :=(r
t
 )
output yˆt
receive yt
for u∈ path(xt) do
UPDATE(u; yt)
Let the loss suGered by APAu() be denoted Lˆu(y). That is
Lˆu(y) =
∑
t:u∈path(xt)
rtu(yt):
Since the /rst expert Eu⊥ suGers the loss Lu(y) and the second expert Eu↓ suGers the
loss
∑
a∈ Lˆua(y), Theorem 7 says that for any internal node u of T,
Lˆu(y)6min
{
Lu(y);
∑
a∈
Lˆua(y)
}
+ (ln 2)=(ln(1=)): (9)
By the similarity of Eq. (8) and inequality (9), we can roughly say that Lˆu(y) is
not much larger than the loss of the best pruning of Tu. More precisely, applying
inequality (9) recursively, we obtain the following upper bound on the loss Lˆ (y) at
the root:
Lˆ (y)6LP(y) + |P|(ln 2)=(ln(1=))
for any pruning P∈PRUN(T). This is because every node of P that is not T’s
leaf gives an extra loss of (ln 2)=(ln(1=)). Recall that |P| denotes the number of
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such nodes. Since every APA in the algorithm combines and generates -mixtures,
Lemma 8 says that the pseudo-prediction t at the root is always a -mixture. Therefore,
inequality (6) gives the loss bound of the SWP that satis/es
LSWP()(y)6c()(LP(y) + |P|(ln 2)=(ln(1=)))
for all P∈PRUN and y∈Y∗.
For estimation of the time spent by algorithm SWP(), we have to consider the
computational feasibility of the prediction space -substitution function. It is easy to
see that if the game (Y; Yˆ ; ) is linearly feasible, the algorithm generates a prediction
at each trial t in time proportional to |xt |. We will give in Appendix B a non-recursive
version of the algorithm that is equivalent to SWP(). The algorithm is easier to ana-
lyze than SWP() because it explicitly uses the prediction space substitution function.
We have now proved Theorem 10.
5. Prediction competitive with the best pair of P and V
In this section, we investigate the situation where the algorithm is only given a
template tree T and should be competitive not only with the best pruning P of T
but also with the best node labeling V . In this section, the label function V is assumed
to be time invariant (V does not depend on t). It turns out that even in this setting,
if the prediction space Yˆ is /nite, our algorithm SWP() can be easily generalized to
work. In fact, it can be done by associating |Yˆ |+ 1 experts (rather than two experts)
with each internal node u, one predicting the value that the subtrees below u predict,
and the others predicting diGerent elements in Yˆ each; we also need to associate |Yˆ |
experts with each leaf of T, each expert predicting a diGerent element in Yˆ . Then, it
is clear that the modi/ed algorithm achieves the same loss bound as in Theorem 10
except that (ln 2)|P| in the loss bound is replaced by
(ln(|Yˆ |+ 1))|P|+ (ln |Yˆ |)|leaves(P) ∩ leaves(T)|:
In this section, we consider the absolute loss game, where the prediction space Yˆ is
in/nite. Helmbold and Schapire consider a very similar problem of predicting almost
as well as not only the best pruning but also the best labeling function at each leaf of
this pruning [9]. Here the labeling function is chosen at each node among the /nite
set of labeling functions that is previously speci/ed. It contrasts with our setting where
we consider in/nitely many labels at each node.
Considering a tree T to be a process that partitions the instance space into classes
according to the leaves to be reached, and making predictions in each class indepen-
dently, we have a greatly simpli/ed prediction algorithm. However, unlike the SWP
algorithm, this algorithm and its analysis crucially depend on the fact that our loss
function is |yt − yˆt |.
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Let l be a node (not necessarily a leaf ) of T. For any t, among the trials 16t′¡t
such that the instance xt′ reaches the node l, the set of t′s with yt′ =1 is denoted by
N tl;1 and the set of t
′s with yt′ =0 is denoted by N tl;0. That is
Ntl;0 = {t′ | xt′ reaches l and yt′ = 0; 16t′¡t}
and
Ntl;1 = {t′ | xt′ reaches l and yt′ = 1; 16t′¡t}:
For an outcome sequence y∈{0; 1}T up to time T , the loss suGered at the node l
under a label function V is denoted by Ll;V (y). That is,
Ll;V (y) =
∑
t∈NT+1l; 0
|0− V (l)|+ ∑
t∈NT+1l; 1
|1− V (l)|:
Note that the loss of (P; V ) for a pruning P of T and a label function V for y can
be represented by
LP; V (y) =
∑
l∈leaves(P)
Ll;V (y):
The next lemma shows that we can assume that the label function V takes only
binary values in {0; 1}.
Lemma 11. Let l be a node of T. For a label function V; let V0 and V1 denote the
label functions obtained by replacing the value V of l by 0 and 1; respectively (and
the values of the other nodes remains unchanged): Then; for any y∈{0; 1}∗;
Ll;V (y)¿min{Ll;V0 (y); Ll;V1 (y)}:
Proof. Since Ll;V0 (y)= |NT+1l;1 | and Ll;V1 (y)= |NT+1l;0 |, we have
Ll;V (y) =
∑
t∈NT+1l; 0
|0− V (l)|+ ∑
t∈NT+1l; 1
|1− V (l)|
= V (l)|NT+1l;0 |+ (1− V (l))|NT+1l; 1 |
¿min{|NT+1l;0 |; |NT+1l; 1 |}
= min{Ll; V0 (y); Ll; V1 (y)}:
Note that Lemma 11 ceases to be true for many other popular loss functions such
as the square loss, Kullback–Leibler loss, etc. Then we have the next theorem.
Theorem 12. For the absolute loss game; there exists a prediction algorithm A such
that for any T and y∈{0; 1}∗; when given T as input; A makes predictions for y
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so that the loss is at most
LA(y)6 min
P∈PRUN(T)
min
V :nodes(T)→[0;1]
LP; V (y) ln(1=) + |P| ln 3 + |leaves(T) ∩ leaves(P)| ln 2
2 ln(2=(1 + ))
:
A generates a prediction at each trial t in time O(|xt |) (cf. Theorem 9 above).
In what follows, by virtue of Lemma 11, we assume that the label function V takes
binary values, 0 and 1. Then, the next lemma says that we can also assume that the
best pruning of T for any y is T itself.
Lemma 13. For any label function V; any pruning P of T and any y∈{0; 1}∗; there
exists a label function V∗ such that
LT; V∗(y) = LP; V (y):
Proof. It su0ces to give a label function V∗ such that V (leafP(xt))=V∗(leafT(xt))
for any instance xt . Let l be the leaf of P that xt reaches in P. Clearly, node l together
with all of its descendants constitutes a subtree in T. Then, letting V∗(l′)=V (l) for
any leaf l′ of the subtree rooted at l, we have the lemma.
From these lemmas, we can conclude that
min
V :leaves(T)→{0;1}
LT; V (y) = min
P∈PRUN(T)
min
V :nodes(T)→[0;1]
LP; V (y):
In other words, the best pruning with the best label function is never better than T
itself with a binary label function.
Furthermore, since the loss of a decision tree (T; V ) for a label function V is
represented as
LT; V (y) =
∑
l∈leaves(T)
Ll; V (y)
and the loss Ll;V (y) at leaf l is independent of the labels V (l′) for leaves l′ = l, we
have
min
V :leaves(T)→{0;1}
LT; V (y) =
∑
l∈leaves(T)
min
V :{l}→{0;1}
Ll;V (y):
This equality says that in order to /nd the best V , it su0ces to /nd the best values (0
or 1) at each leaf l of T independently. Associating two mini-experts E= {E0;E1} with
each leaf l of T, one E0 who identically predicts 0 and the other E1 who identically
predicts 1, we can apply the AA at each leaf l independently.
Fix a leaf l of T. Now, we consider the algorithm AAl() that simulates the AA
at l using only the instances that reach l. Let N tl =N
t
l;0 ∪ N tl;1. Put the initial weights
w10 of E0 and w
1
1 of E1 to 1=2. Since the predictions of E0 and E1 are always 
t
0 = 0
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and t1 = 1, and the losses that these experts suGer at each leaf are 0 or 1, respectively,
the weights of the experts at the beginning of trial t are written as
wt0 = w
1
0
∏
t′∈Ntl
|yt′−0| = w10
|Ntl; 1|
and
wt1 = w
1
1
∏
t′∈Ntl
|yt′−1| = w11
|Ntl; 0|:
Therefore, if the instance xt reaches the leaf l at time t, the weighted average r
(remember that r is a pseudoprediction) of the predictions of the experts is given by
(cf. (2), where the re-normalizing should be skipped)
r(0) = log(
|Ntl; 1| + |N
t
l; 0|+1);
r(1) = log(
|Ntl; 1|+1 + |N
t
l; 0|):
The prediction output by the AAl only depends (see (4)) on the diGerence
r(0)− r(1) = log
|N
t
l; 1| + |N
t
l; 0|+1
|N
t
l; 1|+1 + |N
t
l; 0|
= log
|N
t
l; 1|−|Ntl; 0| + 
|N
t
l; 1|−|Ntl; 0|+1 + 1
:
This implies that the algorithm AAl works well by only maintaining an integer a= |N tl;1|
− |N tl;0| rather than the weights. The loss of AAl for y is
LAAl(y)6 min
V :{l}→{0;1}
Ll;V (y) ln(1=) + ln 2
2 ln(2=(1 + ))
by Theorem 4.
Clearly, the complete algorithm that is competitive with the best pruning with the
best label function, denoted A∗, is the algorithm that simulates AAl at each leaf l.
Algorithm 5 (prediction algorithm A∗)
c := (ln(1=))=(2 ln(2=(1 + )))
for l∈ leaves(T) do
al := 0
for t := 1; 2; : : : do
receive xt
l := leafT(xt)
yˆt = I
1
0
(
1
2
+
c
2
log
al + 
al+1 + 1
)
output yˆt
receive yt
if yt =1 then
al := al + 1
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else
al := al − 1
It is clear that
LA∗(y) =
∑
l∈leaves(T)
LAl(y)
6
∑
l∈leaves(T)
min
V : {l}→{0;1}
Ll;V (y) ln(1=) + ln 2
2 ln(2=(1 + ))
= min
V :leaves(T)→{0;1}
LT; V (y) ln(1=) + |leaves(T)| ln 2
2 ln(2=(1 + ))
:
Hence, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 14. Let (Y; Yˆ ; ) be the absolute loss game. For any T and for any y∈
{0; 1}∗;
LA∗(y)6 min
P∈PRUN(T)
min
V :nodes(T)→[0;1]
LP; V (y) ln(1=) + |leaves(T)| ln 2
2 ln(2=(1 + ))
:
Algorithm A∗ generates a prediction at each trial t in time proportional to |xt |.
(It takes O(1) time if the time of calculating leafT(xt) is ignored.)
It is clear that the bound of Theorem 14 is a simple special case of the bound of
Theorem 12 (set P to T in the latter).
The dependence of the loss bound on the number of leaves of T seems to be a
problem because it is likely to grow linearly in the data size. (Note that the bound
of SWP() and the bound of Theorem 12 depend linearly on the size of the best
pruning.) However, the given tree T is considered to be generated in the previous
phase of inferring a decision tree, and so the size of it can be considered to be a
constant in this pruning phase, because the data used in the pruning phase should
be diGerent from those used in the previous phase in the on-line prediction setting.
Therefore, the term depending on the size of leaves(T) in the loss bound could be
negligible if the trial number T is very large.
6. Concluding remarks
Based on dynamic programming, we gave a simple on-line prediction algorithm that
performs nearly as well as the best pruning P of a given tree T for a wide class of
games. It was shown that its loss bound is as good as that of Helmbold and Schapire’s
algorithm in the case of the absolute loss game. We expect that our algorithm could
be applied to many on-line optimization problems solved by dynamic programming.
Furthermore, the time spent by procedure PSEUDOPRED to make a pseudo-prediction
in each trial might be greatly saved if it is made to be randomized. More precisely,
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instead of taking weighted average of the predictions by two experts, just choose either
of predictions randomly with probability according to their weights. Then, the expected
loss of the modi/ed algorithm turns out to be almost the same but the expected time
spent by PSEUDOPRED might be much smaller. In particular, we conjecture that the
expected time is proportional to the depth of the best pruning rather than the depth
of T.
Based on the idea that the predictions can be made independently at each leaf,
we also gave for the absolute loss game an on-line prediction algorithm using a given
template tree T that performs nearly as well as the best pruning with the best labelings.
The property of independence comes from the distinctive feature of the tree. More
precisely, the tree T can be thought of as specifying how to partition the instance space
∗ into subclasses and how to assign a prediction value to each subclass. Because our
algorithm does not use the internal structure of T but only uses the subclasses de/ned
by T, it can easily be generalized for any given rule that partitions the instance space
into subclasses.
Instead of competing against a >xed pruning of a given template tree we could con-
sider a more ambitious goal: competing against a slowly growing (with the amount of
data) sequence of prunings (cf. the result of [19] about competing against a polynomial
of slowly growing degree).
As discussed above, typically an instance induces a path down T according to the
outcomes of classi/cation tests done at T’s internal nodes. It might be interesting to
apply our methods to learning the right classi/cation tests to perform at every internal
node.
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Appendix A. Examples of natural games
Recall that a game (Y; Yˆ ; ) is natural if
c() = min
{
c | ∀P ∃yˆ ∈ Yˆ ∀y ∈ Y : (y; yˆ)6c · log
∑
∈dom P
(y; )P()
}
exists for all ∈ ]0; 1[, where P ranges over all simple probability distributions over
Yˆ . Below we give su0cient conditions that make a game (Y; Yˆ ; ) natural [18, 19]:
(i) Yˆ is a compact topological space.
(ii) For each y∈Y , the function yˆ → (y; yˆ) is continuous.
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(iii) There exists yˆ such that, for all y, (y; yˆ)¡∞.
(iv) There exists no yˆ such that, for all y, (y; yˆ)= 0.
We can show that these conditions imply that the game is natural. For more details,
see [18].
Here, we list several popular games that are shown to be natural with their mixability
curve c() and the expressions of the substitution functions (P). For all games listed
below our algorithm SWP() works well:
(i) For the simple prediction game
Y = Yˆ = {0; 1}; (y; yˆ) =
{
0 if y = yˆ;
1 otherwise;
the mixing curve is
c() :=
ln(1=)
ln(2=(1 + ))
:
The only prediction-space -substitution functions are the weighted majority func-
tions
((p0; 0); (p1; 1)) =


1 if p1 ¿ p0;
0 if p1 ¡ p0;
0 or 1 if p1 = p0:
Notice that every probability distribution in Yˆ = {0; 1} can be represented in the
form ((p0; 0); (p1; 1)).
(ii) For the absolute loss game
Y = {0; 1}; Yˆ = [0; 1]; (y; yˆ) = |y − yˆ|;
the mixing curve is
c() :=
ln(1=)
2 ln(2=(1 + ))
:
A simple outcome-space substitution function was found in Section 3 above.
(iii) For the extended absolute loss game
Y = Yˆ = [0; 1]; (y; yˆ) = |y − yˆ|;
c() is the same as for the absolute loss game.
(iv) For the square loss (or Brier) game
Y = {0; 1}; Yˆ = [0; 1]; (y; yˆ) = (y − yˆ)2
and =e−2 we have c()= 1 (and = e−2 is the smallest number with this
property).
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(v) For the extended square loss game
Y = Yˆ = [0; 1]; (y; yˆ) = (y − yˆ)2;
c(e−2) = 1 as well.
For the extended absolute loss, square loss and extended square loss games, the
expressions for the substitution functions are more complicated. The reader can
consult, e.g., Section 3.2 and Section 4:2 of Haussler et al. [8]. A derivation for
the square loss game is very similar to the one for the absolute loss game given
in Section 3 above.
(vi) For the binary Hellinger game
Y = {0; 1}; Yˆ = [0; 1];
(y; yˆ) = 12 ((
√
1− y −
√
1− yˆ)2 + (√y −
√
yˆ)2);
=e−
√
2 is the smallest number such that c()= 1.
(vii) For the Hellinger game
Y = Yˆ = [0; 1];
(y; yˆ) = 12 ((
√
1− y −
√
1− yˆ)2 + (√y −
√
yˆ)2);
c(e−
√
2)= 1 as well.
(viii) For the log loss game
Y = {0; 1}; Yˆ = [0; 1]; (y; yˆ) =
{
ln(1=yˆ) if y = 1;
ln(1=(1− yˆ)) if y = 0
and =e−1 we have c()= 1 (and =e−1 is the smallest number with this
property).
(ix) For the Kullback–Leibler (or relative entropy) game
Y = Yˆ = [0; 1]; (y; yˆ) = y ln
y
yˆ
+ (1− y) ln 1− y
1− yˆ
(with the conventions 0 ln 0=t := 0 for any t¿0 and t ln t=0 :=∞ for any t¿0) we
also have c(e−1)= 1.
(x) For Cover’s universal portfolio game in the form
Y =]0;∞[K ; Yˆ = {yˆ ∈ [0; 1]K | yˆ1 + · · ·+ yˆK = 1};
(y; yˆ) = ln
‖y‖∞
yˆ · y
(K is a positive integer, the number of stocks in the market) and =e−1 we also
have c()= 1.
For the log loss, Kullback–Leibler and universal portfolio games, it su0ces to
take as (P), where  is the smallest possible value for which c()= 1, the mean
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value of P is
((p1; 1); : : : ; (pn; n)) =
n∑
i=0
ipi
(for the case of Kullback–Leibler game this follows from the convexity of the
function y(1 − )1−y, where 06y61, in ; for the case of universal portfolio
game this is obvious; and the case of the log loss game reduces to either of the
/rst two cases).
(The Kullback–Leibler and Cover’s games are extensions of the log loss game,
and so for them =e−1 is also the smallest number such that c()= 1.)
The mixability curves (or their parts) listed above were found by: item (i) – by
Vovk [17] (without the explicit expression for all ) and Littlestone and Warmuth
[12]; items (ii) and (iv) – by Vovk [16]; items (iii) and (ix) – by Haussler, Kivinen
and Warmuth [8]; item (v) – independently by Haussler et al. [8] and Vovk; items
(iv) and (vii) – by Haussler et al. [8]; item (viii) – by DeSantis et al. [5]; item (x) –
by Cover (see, e.g., [4]).
Games (i) and (ii) are linearly feasible at every ∈ ]0; 1[ and the perfectly mix-
able games (iv)–(x) are linearly feasible at the “optimal” values of  (i.e., at the
smallest  such that c()= 1). For game (iii) (the extended absolute-loss game),
((p1; 1); : : : ; (pn; n)) can be computed in time O(n ln n) [8, Section 4:2]. In this
case, bound (7) in Theorem 10 still holds, but the computation time at trial t is now
upper bounded by O(|xt | ln |xt |).
Appendix B. Non-recursive version of our algorithm
Algorithm SWP() described in Section 4 can be rewritten as an equivalent algorithm
without recursion. To do so, it su0ces to calculate the probability distribution P at the
root that induces the pseudo-prediction r t and apply the prediction space substitution
function to P. Now we show how to calculate P.
Assume that an instance xt of length n= |xt | is given. Let path(xt) be {u0; : : : ; un},
from root u0 to leaf un. For simplicity, let the pseudo-prediction r tui and the normalized
weight Owtui⊥ at node ui be denoted by ri and pi, respectively. For convenience, we put
pn=1 (although un is a leaf of T and so the weight is not assigned). Note that the
normalized weights Owtui↓ should be 1−pi. Observe that algorithm SWP() recursively
calculates the pseudo-predictions from leaf to root as follows:
rn(y) = (y; V (un))
and for i = n− 1; : : : ; 0
ri(y) = log(pi
(y;V (ui)) + (1− pi)ri+1(y)):
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From this, we can easily show that the pseudo-prediction r0 at the root can be written
as the -mixture
r0(y) = log
n∑
i=0
qi(y;V (ui))
induced by the probability distribution
P = ((q0; V (u0)); : : : ; (qn; V (un)));
where q0 =p0 and qi =
∏
06j¡i(1−pj)pi for 16i6n. Therefore, the genuine predic-
tion yˆt at this trial is obtained by
yˆt = (P)
using the prediction space -substitution function . It is easy to see that the proba-
bility distribution P can be calculated from (p0; : : : ; pn) in time O(n), and so yˆt can
be generated in time O(n) if  is linearly computable.
After an outcome yt is revealed, the normalized weights pi are updated according
to the rule: for i= n− 1; : : : ; 0
p′i =
pi(yt ;V (ui))
pi(yt ;V (ui)) + (1− pi)ri+1(yt) :
(Note that we re-normalized the weights p′i .) Using the relations
rn(yt) = (yt ;V (un));
ri(yt) =pi(yt ;V (ui)) + (1− pi)ri+1(yt);
we rewrite the rule as
p′i =
pi(yt ;V (ui))
ri(yt)
:
Using these three equations above, we can show that the updating can be recursively
calculated in time O(n). The complete description of this algorithm is shown below:
Algorithm 6
for u ∈ leaves(T) do
p(u) := 1
for u ∈ nodes(T)\leaves(T) do
p(u) := 1=2
for t = 1; 2; : : : do
receive xt
[ let path(xt) be {u0; : : : ; u|xt |}, from root u0 to leaf u|xt | ]
R := 1
for i = 0 to |xt | do
qi := p(ui)R
R := R− qi
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output yˆt := ((q0; V (u0); : : : ; (q|xt |; V (u|xt |))
receive yt
W := (yt ;V (u|xt |))
for i = |xt | − 1 to 0 do
W := p(ui)(yt ;V (ui)) + (1− p(ui))W
p(ui) := p(ui)(yt ;V (ui))=W
It is clear that Algorithm 6 satis/es the e0ciency requirement of Theorem 10: the com-
putations for every trial t can be performed in time O(|xt |), provided the substitution
function is linearly computable.
Appendix C. Interpreting SWP() as the naive algorithm
Recall that the key idea of algorithm SWP() is that it distributes the APA and
two mini-experts to every internal node of the template tree. In the previous section,
however, we showed that our idea can be implemented in the way that it does not
explicitly use the notion of the APA, and obtained Algorithm 6. In this section, we
give a very interesting interpretation for Algorithm 6: it is the direct application of the
AA to the pool of all prunings as experts making use of the interpretation of the AA
as a means of derandomizing stochastic predictors [19]. In other words, Algorithm 6
can be seen as just the naive algorithm described in Section 4.
In what follows, we give a brief description of the AA in a general way so that it
merges the predictions made by some family (or pool) E=' of elementary predictors;
so far elementary predictors were called experts. (In our case, a natural choice is to
take the set of all prunings as the pool of elementary predictors.) For further details,
see [18] or [19].
Let the elementary predictors in the pool be indexed by a measurable set '; we
will assume that ' is equipped with a (-algebra F. We also assume that conditions
(i)–(iv) of Appendix A are satis/ed. Formally, our learning protocol is as follows. At
each trial t; t=1; 2; : : : :
• Pool makes a prediction t , which is a measurable function t :'→ Yˆ (Yˆ is equipped
with the (-algebra generated by the open sets). The value t()), )∈', is interpreted
as the prediction made by the elementary predictor ) in the pool '.
• The prediction algorithm makes its own prediction yˆt ∈ Yˆ .
• The elementary predictors and the prediction algorithm are given the outcome yt ∈Y .
• Every elementary predictor )∈' incurs loss (yt; t())) and the prediction algorithm
incurs loss (yt; yˆt).
Another parameter of the AA, besides the exponential learning rate , is the prior
distribution P on '. The AA runs as follows. Put P0 :=P. At every trial t=1; 2; : : :
it updates the elementary predictors’ weights as follows:
Pt(d)) :=
(yt ; t()))Pt−1 (d))∫
' 
(yt ; t()))Pt−1 (d)) d)
(C.1)
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(thus decreasing the weights of those elementary predictors ) whose predictions t())
lead to large losses). The prediction made by the AA at trial t is obtained from Pt−1
by applying the substitution function: yˆt :=(Pt−1). This completes our description
of the AA.
Next, we describe a very convenient interpretation of the AA, the stochastic inter-
pretation. The probability distribution P describes the prior weights of the elementary
predictors rather than a stochastic process, but we will interpret it stochastically. As
our underlying probability space we take (';F;P), where (';F) is our pool of ele-
mentary predictors and P is the prior distribution on the elementary predictors. Pool’s
prediction t , in accordance with the standard de/nitions of probability theory, becomes
a random element of the prediction space Yˆ ; so our pool becomes a stochastic predictor
and its cumulative loss for y∈Y∗ becomes a random variable which will be denoted
LSP(y). For further details, see [19]; we only notice that, as in conventional probability
theory, we do not need to explicitly specify the underlying probability space (';F;P).
The next theorem, which is a generalization of Theorem 4 above, gives the bound
on the AA’s loss from which we will derive Theorem 10.
Theorem 15 (Vovk [19]; in other forms [18, 16]). Let y∈Y∗; ∈ ]0; 1[ and L¿0. If
LSP(y)6L with probability at least P¿0; then
LAA()(y)6c()L+
c()
ln(1=)
ln
1
P
: (C.2)
In the rest of this section we show that Algorithm 6 is AA() applied to the following
prior distribution P on the prunings ofT. The set of leavesL of the P-random pruning
is generated by the following stochastic process:
Process 7
L := ∅
run GENERATE(T’s root),
where GENERATE is the following procedure:
procedure GENERATE (T’s node u)
if u is T’s leaf
add u to L
return
with probability 1=2
add u to L
return
for all children v of u do
GENERATE(v)
end procedure
For any pruning P, this process will generate exactly (the leaves of) P with prob-
ability 2−|P|; therefore, Theorem 15 (applied to P=2−|P| and L=LP(y)) will imme-
diately imply the inequality of Theorem 10.
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Now, let us check that Algorithm 6 is indeed an implementation of AA() applied
to the prior distribution given by Process 7. Notice that the AA’s distribution Pt on
the elementary predictors for trial t can be described by Process 7 in which “with
probability 1=2” is replaced by “with probability p(u)” (where p(u) are the values
computed at trial t); in other words, that p(u), for u an inner node of T, is the
conditional Pt-probability that the process of generating L will stop at u given that
it reaches u. (This follows from the observation that, at every trial t, the initial value
of W equals (yt ;t(P)) for the prunings P that contain u|xt | as a leaf and the value
assigned to W during iteration i is the Pt−1-average of (yt ;t(P)) over the prunings
P that contain ui as a node.) Therefore, the value qi computed at trial t is the Pt−1-
measure of the elementary predictors (i.e., prunings) which contain ui as a leaf. Now,
it is easy to see that Algorithm 6 computes its predictions exactly as AA() should.
Appendix D. Edge prunings
Pereira and Singer [13] considered the more di0cult task of competing against small
edge prunings (rather than the node prunings, with which we have been dealing so far).
It is clear that the AA can be e0ciently applied in this case as well (the analogue
of Algorithm 6 will maintain the weights p(u) with u ranging over the edges of T);
inequality (7) of Theorem 10 will continue to hold if we rede/ne |P| to be the sum
of the number of the internal edges of P and the number of the terminal edges of
P that are not terminal edges of T. The result of [13] is slightly weaker than the
inequality of Theorem 10 (with |P| rede/ned), the main reason being the use in [13]
of the suboptimal (see [18]) algorithm of [6] instead of the AA.
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